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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITrEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

A COMPARISON OF FLIGHl' lllliASUREMENTS WITH CALCULATIONS OF THE 

LOSS IN ROLLING EFFECTTVENESS DUE TlJ WING TWIST 

By T. V. Cooney and Bertram C. Wollner 

SUMMARY 

A flight investigation was conducted with a fighter-type airplane 
to determine the loss in rolling effectiveness due to wing twist, and 
the results are compared with the loss in rolling effectiveness calculated 
by use of a simplified method. 

The computed rolling velocities showed good agreement with experi
mentally determined rolling velocities throughout the Mach number range 
covered by the flights. Extrapolation of the flight data indicated a 
Mach number for reversal which agreed well with that obtained from 
calculations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of structural flexibility on performance is aggravated 
by the high speeds at which present-day aircraft are designed to operate. 
Deformations such as twisting of the wings caused by deflecting con
ventional ailerons result in large reductions in rolling velocity with 
ultimate reversal of aileron control. 

A number of methods are available for calculating this loss in 
rolling velocity due to wing twist and the speed at which aileron reversal 
occurs. The methods ¥hich estaqlish an equilibriun between elastic and 
aerodynamic forces along the span require considerable computation. (See 
references 1 and 2 for example.) Although based on exact formulas, these 
methods are limited in accuracy to the acc~acy with which the pertinent 
aerodynamic parameters and their variation with Mach number are known. 

Simplified procedures also extst which permit a big saving in 
computation time. One such method (reference 3) is based on the se~i
rigid wing concept and replaces the ac tual wing with an equivalent wing. 
Reversal-speed calculations carried oat by use of this s i mplifi ed method 
showed such good agreement with the reversal speed obtained by the more 
l engthy method of su~cessive approximations outlined in reference 2 
that use of the simplified m3thod was ~ply Justified. 
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Another simplified procedure is given in reference 4 where ch~ts 
and formulas derived by use of lifting-line theory and a specified 
stiffness distrib'ution are presented. Over-all induction effects are 
accounted for, and the variation of rolling velocity with Mach number 
as well as the reversal speed may be determined with a minimum of 
calculation time . 

In order to determine the correlation to be expected between losses 
in rolling velocity calculated by use of the simplified procedure of 
r eference 4 and experimentally determined losses, a flight-te st program 
was undertaken. Experimental data were obtained from rolling flights 
made through the speed range up to M = 0.7. Aerodynamic and structural 
parameters required for the calculations were obtained from two
dimensional wind-tunnel tests conducted in the Langley 8-foot high-speed 
tunnel and from static torsional stiffness t ests made at the Langley 
aircraft loads calibration laboratory. 

SYMBOLS 

Symbols used in the present paper are defined as follows: 

b 

s 

T 

e 

p 

pb/2V 

q 

a 

v 

M 

wing span, feet 

wing area, square feet 

mean geometric wing chord, fe et (s/b) 

wing torsional stiffness a t reference station (midaileron), 
foot-pounds per radian 

rolling-moment-Ioss parameter 

helix-angle parameter 

angle of twist, degrees 

aileron deflection, degrees 

rolling velocity, radians per second 

wing- tip helix angle, radians 

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot (~pV2) 

speed of sound, feet per second 

true airspeed, feet per second 

Mach nu.m.11 er (V fa) 

- - .- ----
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p 

da./d5 

Glauert compressibility correction factor 

air density, slugs per cubic foot 

rate of ch~ge of wing angle of attack with aileron 
deflection for constant normal force at section 

rate of change of section pitching-moment coefficient 
with aileron deflection for constant normal force 
at section 

APPARATUS AND TESl'S 

Airplane 

Flights were made with a single-engine, low-wing, fighter-type 
airplane, having a wing approximately elliptic in plan form, with a 
span of 40.8 feet and an aspect ratio of 5.55. Ailerons were of the 
Frise type with no differential gearing. The ratio of the aileron chord 
aft of the hinge to the over-all wing chord varied along the aileron 
span and was equal to 0.21 at the midaileron-span station. A three-
view drawing of the airplane is shown in figure 1 and a sketch of the 
wing plan form and reference section at the midaileron station is shown 
in figure 2. 

Instrumentation 

standard NACA photographic recording 
measure airspeed, pressure altitude, rate 
and rudder position, and sideslip angle. 
by means of O.l-second timer. 

instruments were used to 
of roll, rate of yaw, aileron 
All records were synchronized 

Airspeed measurements were made by use of a fixed static and total 
head tube mounted on a boom extending approximately I chord l ength 

3 

ahead of the left wing tip. The installation was calibrated for position 
error. 

The vane for measurements of sideslip angle was mounted on a boom 
located near the right wing tip. 

Electrical control-position transmitters were used to measure aileron 
posi tion and. ru,ider position, the transml tters for measurement of aileron 
position being attached directly to the aileron actuating rods to eliminate 
effects of control-system elasticity. 

The twist of the right wing at a station just inboard of the mid
aileron station was obtained in flight by use of the installation shown 
in figure 3. An aluminum-alloy rod of circular cross section I inch 
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in diameter was attached rigidly to the rib at wing station 64 and 
extended outb oard through the wing to the station at which measurement 
of wing twist was made . At this measurement station an aluminum-alloy 
b~r extended fore and aft and wa s att~ched to front and rear spars . The 
spanwise rod and chordwise bar wer e joined at the meas~ement station by 
a fitting and necked-down deflection beam on which a strain gage was 
mounted . Twisting of the wing caused this necked-down portion of the 
fitting to deflect , and the varia tion of twist as transmi tted by the 
strain gage was recorded with a galvanometer located in the fuselage . 

The installation for meas~ing twist was calibrated by using a 
hydraulic j ack to apply increments of up-load at the rear spar . In order 
to measure the actual twist of the wing, dial gages were located at front 
ani rear spars of the wing root chord and of the wing s t a t ions corre
sponding to -the inboard and outboard ends of the t wist rod . 

Comparison of the recorded twist obtained when a pure torque was 
applied to the wing , and when the hydraulic jack was used to produc e 
b ending and torsion s i multaneousl y , indicated that the pre sence of wing 
bending did not affect measurements of twist. 

FLI GHT TEsrS 

All flights wer e made with power on and with the airplane in the 
clean condition . In trimmed l evel flight the ailerons were deflected 
abruptly and held at constant deflection until the maximwn rolling 
veloc ity was attained . Aileron deflections were limited to approxi
mately 50 by a chain attached to the control stick; the rudder was held 
fixed throughout the maneuver . Rol ls to l eft and right were made at an 
altitude of 10, 000 f eet up to M = 0 . 7 during which rolling vel ocity , 
the resulting sideslip angle and yawing velocity , aileron deflections , 
and wing twist were mea sured . 

In order to account for the loss i n rolling velocity due to side
slip an additional flight was made to determine the sideslipping charac
teristics of the airpl ane . Measurement s of aileron deflection and 
angle of sideslip were made during steady sideslips to right and l eft 
up to M = 0 . 6 at 10, 000 fe et . 

METHOD AND RESULTS 

Experimentally Determined Rolling Velocity 

Typi cal time histori es of meas:rremonts made in l eft rolls are 
shown in figure 4 . From time histories of the type shown, the maximum 
rolling velocity and the air speed and aileron ~gle at the t ime of 
maximum rolling vel ocity were obtained . The mean of right and l eft 
aileron an l es was US8a.. in compl.lting the .::orresponJing wing- tip helix 
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pb/2V angle per unit aileron deflection 0 Figure 5 shows the variat i on 

of pb ~2V with the factor q/ VI _ M2 . 
pb/2V 

In this figure the circ l ed points 

r epre sent values of 0 mea sured in r udder - fixed rolls and the squared 

points r epre s ent these mea sured value s corrected for r olling-vel oci t y 
losse s due to sideslip . The correction to b e applied to measured value s 

of Pb£2V was de t ermined from a knowledge of the sideslip angle and 

aileron defl ection occurring at the time of maximum r oll ing velocity in 
rudder - fixed rolls, and the a i l eron angl e r equired to balance side slip 
in steady side slipping f l ight . 

Calculated Roll ing Veloc ity 

Pearson and Aiken (reference 4) have used lifting- line theory in 
the derivation of formulas to compute rolling-eff ectiveness losse s and 
aileron- r eversal speed . Charts are also pre s ented whi ch, when used i n 
conjunction with simpl ified f ormul as , considerably r educe the compu
tation time . I n the devel opment of these charts , induc ed- lift eff ects 
have b een taken into account and a cubic wing- torsiona l - stiffness curve 
has been a ssumed . 

Formulas derived in ref erence 4 when combined and modifi ed to a for m 
suitable for present cal culations result in 

dCm q 
T -d-o- ~r===::::c Vl - M2 

2rner 

which indicate s zero roll ing ve l ocity (a i l eron r eversal) when 

dCm <l 
Td5 Vl _ M2 Sc 

2mer 

da. 
do 

(1) 

( 2 ) 

The aerodynamic parameters , structura l parameters, and geometry of 
the airplane r equired to calcula t e the rol ling-effectiveness loss ~~d 
aileron r eversal speed are listed as follows : 
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Wing torsional stiffness at midaileron station mer' foot-pounds 
per radian • • • . • • • • • • • 

dCm/do • • • • • • • • 
da/do • • • • • • • • 
r . . . . 
T • • • • 

Wing span, b, feet ••••••. 
Mean geometric chord, c, feet. 
Wing area, S, square feet 

516,000 
0·575 
0.450 
0·920 
0.250 
40.8 
7·3 
300 

The value of torsional stiffness- given above was obtained by taking 
the av~rage of the values given in figure 6 for right and left wings at 
the midaileron station. The torsional-stiffness distribution shown in 
figure 6 was determined from static tests made at the Langley aircraft 
loads calibration laboratory, and was obtained by applying equal and 
opposite torques to the wings outboard of the midaileron station. 

The aerodynamic parameters dcm/d5 and da/do were obtained from 
tests made in the Langley 8-foot high~peed tunnel on an airfoil section 
similar to the section at the midaileron of the test airplane but having 
an aileron-chord to wing-chord ratio of 0.20. Values shown above are 
the low-speed values modified by an amount proportional to the theoreti
cal differences existing for aileron-chord to wing-chord ratios of 0.20 
and 0.21. 

The parameters r and T are constants which depend on the taper 
ratio and spanwise location of the ailerons and were obtained from the 
charts presented in reference 4. 

In figure 7 is shown the p/o variation with Mach number 
at 10,000 feet as determined from calculations made using equation (1) 
as well as the experimentally determined rolling velocities. The full 
line in the figure represents the rolling-velocity variation calculated 
by use of the low-speed value of da/do throughout the Mach number 
range while the long-dash line represents the rolling-velocity variation 
calculated using the change in da/d5 with Mach number as given in 
reference 5. 

When the indicated substitutions are made in equation (2h a 

reversal q/Vl - M2 of 1460 pounds per square foot is indicated. 

Wing~wist Measurements 

Figure 8 shows the twist produced by a unit aileron deflection at 
a station just inboard of the midaileron station on the right wing. The 
twist measurements were obtained by using the instrumen~which was 
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described in the ,section on instrumentation, attached at the inboard end 
to a wing rib 64 inches ±'rom the airplane center line. As a result the 
measured twist was the twist of the reference station relative to 
station 64. Calculations of the twist distribution over the wing 
indicated that the twist relative to the airplane center line would be 
approximately 10 percent greater than that shown in figure 8. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The pb/2V 
5 

obtained in right and left rolls, modified to account 

7 

for the rolling-velocity loss due to sideslip, shows a linear variation 

when plotted against the parameter q/Vl - M2 (fig. 5). Extrapolation 

of these flight data indicates a reversal q/Jl - M2 of 1275 pounds per 
square foot equivalent to M = 0.843 at 10,000 feet, while the calcu
lations indicated 1460 pounds per square foot (M = 0.855) as the 

reversal q/Vl - M2 (fig. 7). 

An extrapolation of the flight data to Mach numbers of 0.8 or 
greater is of rather questionable validity in view of the fact that the 
flight data did not exceed M = 0.7. At Sea level, however, a value 

of q/ '.11 - M2 of 1275 pounds per square foot represents a Mach number 
of only 0.75 which should be a good approximation to the reversal Mach 
number at this altitude. 

The variation of wing twist caused by deflecting the aileron as 
measured in rolling flights was found from figure 8 to increase with q 

according to the factor 1/'./1 - M2. Since the amount of wing twist 
produced by deflecting an aileron results directly from the pitching 
moment produced by the deflected aileron, the results shown in figure 8 
indicate that the assumption for dcro/d5 made in the calculations was 
valid within the Mach number range covered by the flight tests. 

In the simplified formulas used for the preceding calculations da/d5 
was assumed to be a ' constant while dCm/do was varied according to the 
Glauert compressibility correction factor. Figure 7 shows that 
calculations which take into account wing flexibility give good agree
ment with results obtained from flight tests. Closer agreement resulted 
when both wing flexibility and the effects of compressibility on da/d5 
were considered in the calculations. 

The variation of da/d5 with Mach number will generally not be 
known for the specific wing-aileron combination under consideration. 
In such cases it appears that the use of the simplified procedure of 
Pearson and Aiken will give results that only slightly overestimate the 
rolling ability of the airplane. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Use of a simplified method for calculation of the loss in 
rolling velocity due to wing twist for a fighter-type airplane showed 
good agreement with flight results. 

2 . Closer agreement was obtained when the effects of compressibility 
on the aerodynamic parameter da/d5 were included in the calculations . 

3 . Calculation of the Mach number at which aileron reversal would 
occur agreed well with results obtained by extrapolation of flight data. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va . 
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. WING TWIST INSTRUMENT IN P-47 

Figure 3. - Wing-twist-instrument installation. ~ 
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